THE “WHAT NOT TO DO” SPEAKING GUIDE
The Top 10 Mistakes Most Presenters Make
by Darren LaCroix, CSP, World Champion Speaker

After decades of coaching speakers and sales presenters, I’ve found that most make
the same mistakes. I see it over and over again. Here is my list of “what not to do”:
Not getting clear on the message

Using insincere gestures

It is virtually impossible to give a
powerful presentation without clarity.
Get clear on your message before you
create the speech.

Many presenters think about “gestures”
rather than body language. Rehearsed
gestures come across as insincere and
get the audience to question you.

Not structuring the speech

Thinking that people pay for a speech

Step two of creating a speech is
creating the structure. This helps your
audience understand while it gives you
confidence.

Professional speakers are paid for their
“perspective.” A presentation is just a
“method” to transfer the value of
experience.

Not pausing properly

Not using personal stories

You may have heard of pausing for
“effect.” That is not enough; we must
pause to allow our audience to reflect
on what we said. Easier said than done.

Most presenters undervalue their own
experiences. They do not see the power
of “relatable” stories in their own lives.
Everyone has stories; you have to find
them and use them.

Moving without purpose

Being vague

Most presenters think there are only
three positions on the stage: left, right
and center. Wrong! You dilute your
message when you move without
purpose.

Patricia Fripp, CSP, CPAE, says that
specificity builds credibility. It also
creates a more vivid picture in the mind
of your listener. This helps you tell better
stories while connecting.

Stealing other people’s material

Telling stories in narration

For some reason, many presenters
think it is acceptable to use other
people’s material or jokes from the
internet. If you do, you actually lose
credibility.

Stories are powerful and at the heart of
a good presentation. They become more
powerful when told in dialogue as
opposed to narration.
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Want to know more about how to avoid these costly mistakes?
visit www.DarrenUniversity.com, The ultimate “how-to” programs for speakers.

What are Darren’s Online Programs?
Want Darren’s proven step-by-step
methods that have been
implemented successfully by
professional speakers?
Darren University is based on decades
of learning it the hard way. He is
dedicated to helping you reach your
audience. He has influenced tens of thousands of presenters around the world.
Now you can have Darren’s experience and processes at your fingertips.
Join Darren’s BRAND NEW online university or try one program!

How to Own the Stage®
World Champion Coaching Secrets. Good
to great.
Week®

Get Paid to Speak by Next
Get your first or next speaking check.
Get More Laughs by Next Week®
Laughs in your next presentation
Create Your Keynote by Next Week®
Proven step-by-step process

BRAND NEW! Your Hero’s Journey:
How to Impact Lives Through Your Story
BRAND NEW! Your Stage, Your Story: How
to Use It or Confuse It!
Connect! Secrets to Connect You to Your
Audience
Chump to Champ: Habits and
Techniques Darren’s Mentors Showed
Him Along His Journey
Say What? Find Your Topic
Nervous? How to Be Present, Not Perfect

Join Darren University today!
Your computer. Your phone. His experience.
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visit www.DarrenUniversity.com, The ultimate “how-to” programs for speakers.

